
CARDIFF COUNCIL      Agenda No. 
CYNGOR CAERDYDD 
 
PUBLIC PROTECTION COMMITTEE:  8 February 2010 
 
Report of the Chief Strategic Planning and Environment Officer 
 
Application for Animal Licence Renewal at Cardiff Reptile Centre, 173 Cowbridge 
Road West, Cardiff   
 
 
1.  Background 
 
1.1 An application for renewal of a Pet Shop Licence has been received from Cardiff 

Reptile Centre, 173 Cowbridge Road West, Cardiff.   The premises have been 
licensed since 2007 and the existing annual licence, as with all pet shops expired 
at the end of the year on 31 December 2010. 

 
1.2 At the time that the application for renewal was submitted complaints had been 

received about the premises and investigation and enforcement action were under 
way which continued into January. The application for renewal was not 
determined so that these could be concluded and the application placed before the 
Committee at this meeting. There are concerns about the management of the 
premises. 

 
 
2. Legal Position. 
 
2.1  Persons running a business of selling animals as pets from a premises require a 

licence from the local authority in order to do so.   The purpose of the licence is to 
protect the welfare of animals and prevent the spread of disease.  In particular 
animals should be properly housed, fed and cared for  The Authority has the duty 
to determine applications for licences under the provisions of the Pet Animals Act 
1951. 

 
2.2 The Authority has a standard set of conditions for pet shops.  Condition number 

16 requires in respect of the staff training and livestock knowledge that: 
 

“16.1 No animal should be stocked or sold unless the staff (or at least one member of 
the staff) is familiar with the care and welfare of the animals stocked and has a 
recognised qualification or suitable experience. 

 
16.2 In respect of new applications (not renewals), at least one member of staff 

working at the licensed premises must hold the City and Guilds Pet Store 
Management Certificate, or some other appropriate qualification, or must be in 
the course of training, and obtain the qualification within two years of the licence 
being granted. 

 
16.3 The licensee must formulate a written training policy for all permanent staff, and 

will be required to demonstrate that systematic training is carried out.” 
 



   
 
2.2 The authority has the right to refuse or grant the application or to impose 

additional conditions.  Any person aggrieved by the refusal or imposition of 
conditions has the right of appeal to a court of law. 

 
3. Issues. 
 
2.2  Cardiff Council’s Licensing Section received a complaint in October 2010        

from a member of the public concerning an injured iguana that was purchased 
from Cardiff Reptile Centre.  The complainant had noticed that the iguana had an 
injured tail and returned it to the shop. An individual working at the shop known 
as Guzzeppi Tanti, manipulated the tail and splinted it using cotton buds and a 
human plaster. The tail subsequently fell off a few days later. Further details of 
this incident are detailed in the attached report produced by Ilaria Agostini-Green 
attached as Appendix A. 
 

2.3 The complaint was investigated by Ilaria Agostini-Green, Licensing Enforcement  
Officer, along with Animal Welfare Officer Dr Heather Morris. A visit was made 
to the premises on the 2nd November 2010 with specialist reptile vet Mike Jessop 
whose report is attached as Appendix B. The findings of their visit in relation to 
breaches of the license conditions and animal welfare issues are as follows: 
 

• Overstocking of livestock 
• Insufficient number of staff to manage basic husbandry 
• Inadequate & inappropriate water provision 
• 3 animals needing immediate vet attention 
• Inadequate and inappropriate provision of hides 
• Dirty enclosures and strong ammonia smell present 
• Different species being housed in the same enclosure 
• Livestock purchase register unavailable on 2 occasions 
• Livestock register poorly managed and unable to be inspected due to 

different languages used. 
 

2.4 On the 29th November 2010, another complaint was made regarding a marmoset 
monkey being offered for sale at Cardiff Reptile Centre, although they were not 
licensed to do so. This complaint was confirmed by Trading Standards Officers. 

 
2.5 On the 3rd December 2010 Guzzeppi Tanti and licence holder Leanne Carter were 

interviewed under caution by Ilaria Agostini-Green and Heather Morris. 
 

Mr Tanti admitted that he has an advisory role at the pet shop, but he is not able to 
keep animals or hold a pet shop licence due to a court injunction. 
 
Ms Carter stated that she is not involved in the day to day running of the shop, and 
only comes in to undertake payrolls and general admin. 



Ms Carter admitted not knowing the number or type of animals allowed to be kept 
on the premises in accordance with the licence. She also admitted the following 
breaches of licence condition: 
 

• No staff have obtained a City & Guilds Pet Shop Management Certificate 
• There is no written training policy for permanent staff. 
• She confirmed the marmoset monkey was offered for sale at the premises, 

although not listed on licence. 
 

2.6   On the 3rd December 2010 Dr Heather Morris served an Improvement Notice 
under Section 10 (1) Animal Welfare Act 2006, on Ms Leanne Carter, Appendix 
E. The notice required a number of improvements in respect of animal welfare 
issues to be carried out in order to comply with the Act.  On the 7th December 
2010 Dr Morris received a response to the Notice from Chris Newman of the 
Reptile & Exotic Pet Trade Association (see email attached as Appendix B). 
Although Mr Newman had not inspected the premises himself, he disputed a 
number of the requirements of the Notice. He suggested a meeting with Dr 
Morris, and stated that Ms Carter was happy to comply with any reasonable and 
proportionate conditions.  

 
2.7 On the 7th December 2010 Trading Standards Officer visited the premises and 

observed a large lizard wandering on the shop floor. Another lizard was being 
retrieved from the toilet area by a member of staff.  

 
2.8 Following the issue of the improvement notice the premises was visited on the 7th 

January 2011 by Ilaria Agostini-Green and Trading Standards Officer Jackie 
Hotchkiss. They found that many improvements had been put in place to improve 
the animal welfare practices and procedures at the premises. The vast majority of 
action steps required by the notice have now been complied with, details of which 
can be found in the report attached as Appendix D produced by Ilaria Agostini-
Green on the 10th January 2011. In relation to the Pet Shop Licence, the 
outstanding items that have not been complied with are: 

• No member of staff has obtained an appropriate qualification (condition 
16.2) 

• No written staff training policy is in place (condition 16.3) 
 
 
3. Summary. 
 
3.1 There have been complaints about the premises. On investigation it has been 

found that: 
 
 a) The licence holder is not involved in the business on a day to day basis, 

with the running of the premises being carried out by a person who is 
ineligible to perform the function. 

 b) Animal welfare standards at the premises have been inadequate. 



 c) The licence condition requiring a person working at the premises to have 
obtained a suitable qualification has not been met, and no written staff 
training policy is in place. 

 
3.2 As a result of the enforcement action taken by the authority the licence holder has 

taken steps to improve the animal welfare practices and procedures at the 
premises. 

 
3.3 The licence holder has been invited to attend the meeting. 
 
 
4. Achievability 
 
 This report contains no equality personnel or property implications. 
 
 
5. Legal Implications 
 
 The legal position appears in Section 2 of this Report. 
 
6. Financial Implications. 
 
6.1 The licensing service is required to be self financing with all expenditure being 

met from fees and charges which are reviewed annually.  The applicant has paid 
the application fee. 

 
 
7. Recommendation 
 
7.1 The Committee is requested to determine the application.  As the licence holder 

has not been in day to day control of the premises, has failed to meet the staff 
training conditions and has permitted poor welfare practices the options in dealing 
with the matter are: 

  
a) Refuse the application for renewal of the Pet Shop Licence; 
b) Grant the licence subject to additional conditions; or 
c) Grant the licence as applied for. 

 
 
SEAN HANNABY      10 January 2011   
CHIEF STRATEGIC PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENT OFFICER 
 
This report has been prepared in accordance with procedures approved by Corporate 
Managers.  
 
Background Papers:  None 



APPENDIX   A 
Our Ref: IAG/LSS/ 
Your Ref: 
 
 
10 December 2010 

MEMO 
 
 

TO: THE SENIOR LICENSING OFFICER 

 

RE: CARDIFF REPTILE CENTRE, 173 COWBRIDGE ROAD WEST, ELY CARDIFF, CF5 
5TB 

 
Upon completing investigations carried out by Animal Welfare Officer Dr Heather Morris and 
myself into a complaint made by Mr Dean Tugwell and Ms Deborah Hodgson and their 
subsequent statements (enclosures 1 and 2) against Cardiff Reptile Centre (CRC) after 
purchasing an iguana, our findings are as follows: 
 
• The iguana presented an injury allegedly caused at the time of sale. Also, at the time of sale, 

complainants were not offered care sheets or any advice about keeping iguanas. When the 
complainants noticed the injury and brought the animal back to CRC for advice, they dealt 
with a man, who was afterwards identified as Guzzeppi Tanti, and who was present at the 
time of sale. Tanti denied that the injury occurred at the shop and told them the iguana did not 
need vet attention as it would have been a waste of money. He then proceeded to manipulate 
the tail of the iguana by lifting it a few times which caused it to bleed. He said it was nothing 
to worry about as these things happen in the wild and then he splinted the tail with cotton 
buds and a human plaster. Tanti then advised the complainants to go back in 2 or 3 days so 
that he could check the iguana’s health. However, the iguana’s tail came off and it didn’t look 
healthy so the complainants decided to take it to the PDSA contrary to Tanti’s advice. They 
then went back to the pet shop and asked Tanti for some compensation as they’ve taken the 
animal to the vet and had incurred some travelling expenses. At this, Tanti responded 
aggressively but did give the complainants £20 out of his pocket. 

 
• Subsequently the iguana was taken to Budget Vet in Risca and, upon consultation, the tail 

was diagnosed as necrotic and required to be surgically amputated. X-rays were also taken 
due to a dark scab on the iguana’s hind leg and swelling around the injured area. The x-rays 
showed a broken leg. This injury, according to the vet, was an old injury, occurring prior to 
sale, which should have been detected and treated appropriately.  Risca vet statement is 
adduced as Enclosure 3. 

 
• The complainants have also alerted us of possible welfare issues at the shop. A joint visit with 

Mike Jessop, a specialist reptile vet, Dr Heather Morris and myself was arranged. We visited 
the premises on 2nd November 2010 and a number of welfare issues were identified. Main 
concerns are listed below. Further details can be found in Mike Jessop’s report, adduced as 
Enclosure 4. 

 
 Overstocking of livestock both within the shop and in some enclosures and not enough 

staff to manage basic husbandry (photo 1) 
 Inadequate and inappropriate water provision (photos 2 & 3) 
 3 animals (a small lizard similar to a bearded dragon, a bosc monitor and a parrot) 

identified as needing immediate vet attention (photos 4, 5 & 6) 
 Inadequate and inappropriate provision of hides (photo 7) 
 Dirty enclosures and strong ammonia smell in the shop (photos 8 & 9) 



 Different species being housed together (photos 10 & 11) 
 
During the inspection the livestock purchase register was requested to be inspected. Tanti said 
that it was not available; however, it was pointed out that it was one of the conditions to have the 
register available; the register had been requested previously but again it was not available and 
the same reason was given. Upon second request the register was produced. The information 
provided was very poor as invoices were in different languages and therefore could not be 
properly inspected. 
 
• The bosc monitor and the parrot were taken to Valley Vets by Tanti. The small lizard had died 

before it could be taken to the vet. The vet diagnosed the bosc monitor with metabolic bone 
disease which is an indicator of poor husbandry and advised for further x-rays and blood tests 
to be done. These were declined by Tanti. The vet also suggested certain medications but 
again Tanti declined saying he had medications at the shop. The vet asked Tanti to call back 
with details of the medications he had and to update her on the progress of the animals. 
However, no communication has been made since. Tanti then informed us under PACE 
interview that the parrot has since died. Valley Vets statement is adduced as Enclosure 5. 

 
• On Monday 29th November 2010 another complaint was received alleging a marmoset 

monkey being sold at CRC. This was confirmed by two Trading Standards (TS) Officers, John 
Jones and Gareth Jones (GJ), who visited the premises on Wednesday 1st December 2010. 
Primates are not listed on the Pet Shop Licence. Statements of the TS officers are adduced 
as enclosures 6 and 7.  

 
• The pet shop licence holder, Leanne Carter, as well as Guzzeppi Tanti, were then invited to 

attend County Hall and sit for a PACE interview on Friday 3rd December 2010. 
 
• During the interview Tanti stated he has an advisory role at the pet shop as he can’t neither 

keep animals nor hold a pet shop licence due to a life ban. The life ban followed a 
prosecution instigated by the RSPCA who charged him with cruelty and neglect on animals. 
However, Tanti stated he is very experienced and knowledgeable of reptiles and he’s the one 
who deals with the purchasing of the livestock and that he supervises the husbandry of the 
livestock. He also said there are approximately 3000 animals at the shop. 

 
• During the interview Ms Carter stated she is not involved with the daily running of the shop 

but only when it comes to payrolls and admin in general. For these reasons she is not present 
at the shop every day but only when necessary. Furthermore, she stated the following:- 

 
 No member of staff, to include herself, has completed and obtained a City and 

Guilds Pet Store Management Certificate, as per condition 16.2 of the pet shop 
licence 

 There is no written training policy for permanent staff, as per condition 16.3 of the 
pet shop licence 

 She does not know the number and type of animals allowed to be kept on the 
premises in accordance with the pet shop licence 

 She named Tanti as the person in the shop who, even though is not a member of 
staff, has more knowledge and experience on reptiles and supervises the 
animals’ husbandry and welfare. Ms Carter stated she trusts Tanti’s opinions. 

 She confirmed the presence of a marmoset monkey on the premises for sale.  
 
On Tuesday 7th December 2010 TS Officer Gareth Jones visited CRC. Upon entering the 
premises he saw a large lizard wondering on the shop floor. The lizard was near the meerkat’s 
enclosure, which is at floor level. The meerkat was showing signs of distress at the presence of 
the large lizard. There was another large lizard that was retrieved from the toilet area of the shop 
by a staff member. The free wondering of reptiles in the pet shop in this manner could potentially 
increase the spread of diseases, cause injury and disturb other animals. Gareth Jones’ statement 
is adduced as enclosure 8 and 9. 
 



As per all of the above, the following numbered pet shop licence conditions (enclosure 10) have 
been breached: 
 
ACCOMODATIONS: 2.1; 2.4; 2.6; 2.8 
EXERCISE FACILITIES:    3.1 
REGISTER FOR ANIMALS:  4.1 
 
STOCKING NUMBERS AND DENSITIES: 5.1 
HEALTH, DISEASE AND ACCLIMITISATION: 6.1; 6.2; 6.5; 6.7 
FOOD AND DRINK:  7.1; 7.2; 7.3; 7.4 
PET CARE ADVICE: 15.1; 15.2 
STAFF TRAINING AND LIVESTOCK KNOWLEDGE: 16.2; 16.3 
 
My recommendations are to address this matter to the Public Protection Committee in 
consideration of the renewal of the Pet Shop Licence. 
 
 
 
 
Ilaria Agostini-Green    Dr Heather Morris 
Licensing Enforcement Officer    Animal Welfare Officer 



















APPENDIX   C 
From: Chris Newman 
Sent: 07 December 2010 16:16 
To: Morris, Heather 
Cc: Leanne Cater 
Subject: Cardiff Reptile Centre 
 
Dear Ms Morris, 
 
Re Cardiff Reptile Centre 
 
My name is Chris Newman and I am chairman of the Reptile & Exotic Pet 
Trade Association, REPTA and I am currently serving on the Working 
Group reviewing Model Standards for pet shop licensing. By way of 
introduction I have included a separate document about myself and my 
background.   
 
I am writing in respect of the Improvement Notice served by yourself 
on Leanne Carter, proprietor of Cardiff Reptile Centre, (I note this 
Notice is undated) and I shall also respond in brief to a report 
written by Mr Mike Jessop veterinary surgeon dated 2nd November 2010.  
 
Turning first to Mr Jessop’s report, I must say I find this report at 
best somewhat disingenuous, he starts (1) by stating “in general the 
environments and facilities were of a standard that could be deemed 
to be of an acceptable level and as such the licence continue”, then 
launches into such a catalogue of criticisms that one would have to 
consider his first statements to be incredulous.  It is not my 
intention to dissect Mr Jessop’s report in detail at this point as 
further investigations are ongoing, but I do wish to raise one point 
that is very significant and to which I believe Mr Jessop should 
supply further explanation:  
 
“I will start this report with a general comment about the market in 
exotic pets and with reference to the changes in animal welfare 
requirements following the introduction of the Animal Welfare Act 
2006.  The keeping of exotic animals is of general concern due to the 
vast range of species available and the paucity of robust knowledge 
relevant to the their welfare.  There is an unacceptably high death 
rate in exotics pets within their first year of ownership.” 
 
Mr Jessop appears to display a significant intolerance to the keeping 
of animals which he deems exotic and the latter part of this 
statement, in particular, needs to be supported by peer reviewed 
evidence, not personal opinion. It is generally accepted today that 
there are more reptiles kept as pets in the UK than there are dogs 
and such outdated opinion as those expressed by Mr Jessop are 
unhelpful and biased.  I see no useful purpose being served by 
discussing his report further at this time and I shall turn to the 
undated Improvement Notice served under Section 10 of the Animal 
Welfare Act. 
 
There are a number of inaccuracies (including misidentification of 
animals) and inappropriate or unsuitable recommendations contained in 
the body of the report, demonstrating significant lack of 
understanding of requirements of species involved. These issues will 
be addressed in a further report once preliminary investigations have 
been completed.       
 
Part 3 of the Improvement Notice outlines the areas in which you 
state Ms Carter fails to comply with section 9 of the aforementioned 
Act.  I have discussed this in depth and I understand Ms Carter 
refutes your allegations utterly.  Whilst I have not personally 



visited Cardiff Reptile Centre, I have had the opportunity to discuss 
this matter in detail I am inclined to agree with her views, at least 
on a number of issues.   
 
Turning to the specifics of the Improvement Notice, part 4, clearly 
Ms Carter is willing to comply with any reasonable requirements made 
but she is of the view that many of the requirements are neither 
reasonable or proportionate, an opinion which I have to support in 
view of the evidence presented to me. It is my understanding that 
items 1 – 8 have already been complied with, as has item 16.  As I am 
sure you are aware, invertebrates are excluded from the Animal 
Welfare Act, rendering Item 9 ultra vires.  It is also highly 
inappropriate and detrimental to feed or water livefoods as supplied 
to shops in the form of pre-packs.  
 
Items 10 – 15, therefore, remain the issues in dispute and I will 
deal with these individually. 
 
Item 10 - It is not understood what is meant by the term ‘critical 
review’.  Please provide more details. 
 
Item 11 – Provide details of what is meant by Improved exercise 
facilities? I assume there is not the suggestion of including hamster 
wheels, for example.  
 
Item 12 – All accommodation holding species requiring full spectrum 
light is already provided.  Such lighting is changed are regular 
intervals and the keeping of a log is disproportionate.   
    
Item 13 – Sufficient monitoring of enclosure temperatures is already 
in place and it would be unreasonably to keep a written log. 
 
Item 14 – Mixing of appropriate species is fully acceptable and 
common practice. 
 
Item 15 - Stock reduction.  This is rejected as entirely 
inappropriate, unjustified and restrictive of trade. Currently 
Cardiff Reptile Centre is licensed to hold: 
 
        200 frogs 
        30   Tortoises 
        700 snakes/lizards 
        500 fish 
        230 assorted invertebrates [ultra vires] 
 
The demands for drastic stock reduction to 0 amphibians, 0 fish, 50 
lizards, 40 snakes, 25 tortoises & 25, terrapins is unwarranted, 
unacceptable and would render Cardiff Reptile Centre financially 
unviable.   
 
Clearly there are a number of problems that need to be resolved and 
it may be helpful to convene a meeting, to be held at a time and date 
convenient to yourself, in order that the issues may be successfully 
addressed with all due expediency. I would also wish to re-iterate 
that Ms Carter is fully co-operative and happy to comply with any 
conditions which are reasonable and proportionate.  
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
Chris Newman 
Reptile & Exotic Pet Trade Association 



Our Ref: IAG/LSS/ 
Your Ref: 
 
 
10 January 2011 

MEMO 
 
 

TO: THE SENIOR LICENSING OFFICER 
 
RE: CARDIFF REPTILE CENTRE, 173 COWBRIDGE ROAD WEST, ELY 

CARDIFF, CF5 5TB 
 
Following my report of 10 December 2010 regarding investigations carried out by 
Animal Welfare Officer Dr Heather Morris (HM) and myself into a complaint made by 
Mr Dean Tugwell and Ms Deborah Hodgson and their subsequent statements 
against Cardiff Reptile Centre (CRC) after purchasing an iguana, I now write to 
provide an update on the matter. 
 
On 3rd December 2010, Ms Leanne Carter, CRC Licence Holder, was issued an 
Improvement Notice (IN) by HM detailing steps needed to be taken by the end of a 
specified period. Copy of the IN is adduced as enclosure 1. 
 
On Friday 7th January 2011 Trading Standard Officer Jackie Hotchkiss (JH) and 
myself visited CRC to ascertain that above IN had been complied with. We were 
greeted by Ms Julie Lovering who assisted us for the entire time of the visit. Our 
findings, in respect of the IN, are as follows:- 
 
Item 1 – Improved. Daily Log in place reporting daily checks, i.e. feed, clean, 
treatments, temperature, etc. Advised to improve, as best practice, the data entry, i.e. 
record the time the checks take place, the type of food being dispensed, the vivarium 
number (at the time of visit the check sheet indicated the section, being either A, B or 
C, of the shop being checked) and which member of staff carries out the checks. 
 
Item 2 – Improved. The stocking density was visibly reduced in the detected areas. 
Particularly, all the male dragons are kept individually. The largest group of lizards 
was in vivarium no. 40, section C, containing Water Dragon x 20; however the 
vivarium was of appropriate size. 
 
Item 3 – Notices on display identifying different areas, i.e. animal food preparation 
area only, staff food preparation only. Advised to create a Staff Training Sheet, to be 
signed by each member of staff, listing all kind of works carried out, from cleaning the 
vivaria to exercise the animals, and have each member of staff sign it on completion 
of all routine tasks. 
 
Item 4 – Vet log is now in place. Advised to indicate the vivarium number relating to 
the animal under treatment. 
 
Item 5 – Discussed the vet log keeping and the need for members of staff to be 
aware of the animals being treated, the person who treated them last, what is 
administered to them, etc. Procedure on disposal of deceased animals was also 
discussed. The deceased animals are firstly frozen and then collected by the Council.  
 



Item 6 – A new till is in place. As a sale is made the inventory of livestock is 
automatically adjusted to reflect the sale. The process was shown to us by Julie 
Lovering. Very good. 
 
Item 7 – A register of suppliers is in place. Mostly made by invoices. A few purchases 
were private and not enough information about the supplier was provided. Advised 
Ms Lovering accordingly. 
 
Item 8 – Diet sheet, in the form of little notes, displayed on vivaria with date of last 
feed. Also a ring binder is in place containing diet sheet for each species in stock. 
Advised Ms Lovering, as best practice, she needs to keep the notes currently 
displayed on vivaria in a ring binder and to retain the information for at least 6 months 
(Ms Lovering admitted those notes, once filled, are thrown away). 
 
Item 9 – Improved. Vivaria with pray insects now offering better husbandry with food 
and water. 
 
Item 10 – Improved. The terrapin enclosure at entrance has been cleaned and offers 
more dry rest space. 
 
Item 11 – Animals are being exercised on the premises floor. The floor is then 
cleaned and disinfected. Advised to add this item on the daily check list. 
 
Item 12 – Improved. Stickers are now displayed on vivaria showing the date of last 
change. Light bulbs changed to Mega Ray bulbs. 
 
Item 13 – Improved. Temperature checked once a day. Advised, as best practice, to 
do it twice a day. 
 
Item 14 – Some species still mixed together, i.e. leopard tortoise/giant African spur-
thigh tortoise/Indian star tortoise in the same vivarium and a carpet snake with a 
rainbow snake in the same vivarium. When asked, Ms Lovering said they were 
advised by their expert, Chris Newman, accordingly and his advice is being adhered 
to. 
 
Item 15 – When asked about stock reduction, Ms Lovering said it is not possible to 
run the business with the proposed reduction of livestock.  
But they are willing to adopt any suggested measure to comply with the Animal 
Welfare Act 2006 or with the Licensing requirements; in fact, an extra member of 
staff has been employed to ensure all the animals and their needs are followed 
properly.  
 
A count of lizards and snake was taken and the results are as follows: 
 
Lizards – 278 
Snakes – 147 
Tortoises – 37 
 
The number of snakes and lizards is within the allowed number by the Pet Shop 
Licence, which is 700 altogether. 

The number of tortoises kept on the premises exceeds the number allowed by the 
licence, which is 30. It must be said that 10 Marginated Tortoises - species listed 
under Annex A of Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild 



Fauna and Flora (CITES) - were not for sale and kept in a covered up vivarium 
waiting for the proper paperwork (Article 10 certificate).  
 
JH and myself were satisfied that significant improvements were witnessed and 
recorded, particularly no overstocking was noticeable.  
 
In view of the above, and in respect of breaches of the Pet Shop Licence listed in my 
previous report of 10 December 2010, please acknowledge the following: 
 
ACCOMODATIONS: 2.1; 2.4; 2.6; 2.8 - Improved 
EXERCISE FACILITIES:    3.1 - The shop floor is used as exercise facility but it’s 
immediately cleaned and disinfected at the end of the exercise session 
REGISTER FOR ANIMALS:   4.1 - Improved. Advised to add suppliers info when 
private sales take place  
STOCKING NUMBERS AND DENSITIES:   5.1 – No visible overstocking 
HEALTH, DISEASE AND ACCLIMITISATION: 6.1; 6.2; 6.5; 6.7 - All livestock 
seemed to be in good health. Only one Water Dragon, housed in an unmarked 
vivarium in section C, was not for sale and was being treated with Bone Aid. Vet Log 
in place listing ill animals and administered treatment. Also, advised not to let the ill 
animals exercise in the same area as the healthy ones. 
FOOD AND DRINK:   7.1; 7.2; 7.3; 7.4 - Improved. Daily checks carried out 
PET CARE ADVICE:   5.1; 15.2 - Pet care leaflets printed off the computer at the 
time of sale 
 
The only items not being complied with are the following:- 
 
STAFF TRAINING AND LIVESTOCK KNOWLEDGE:  
 
16.2 – No member of staff has obtained the City and Guilds Pet Store Management 
 
16.3 - Advised to formulate Staff Training Sheets 
 
 
 
 
Ilaria Agostini-Green     
Licensing Enforcement Officer     
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